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Guest Lecture on “IOT and Network Security” and IEEE Membership Drive

IEEE MVJCE STUDENT BRANCH organized a guest lecture on “IOT and Network Security” on 17th March, 2018. The
event started with the lighting of the lamp by Prof. M.Brinda, Mr. Shyam Mandanapalli, Mr. Shrikanth Tangade, Mr.
Prakhar Vighnesh after which Prakhar Vighnesh created a serene ambience with his devotional song.
The audience and the respected guests were welcomed by Parvathy B Pillai, Megha S and Nikitha S . Prakhar Vighnesh
then welcomed the dignatories with a bouquet.
The first half of the session was engaged by Mr.Shyam Mandanapalli - Director IOT, NTT Data Services. He started his
discussion with the importance of security in IOT. He then discussed about the Layers of Security in IOT which is
extensively important to form any kind of technology. Later he talked about “New Protocols of IEEE which is under
Development”. He concluded his session with an interesting topic called “Roof Computing”. Mr. Shyam Mandanapalli
is working with IEEE to develop this new IEEE protocol of Roof Computing which is expected to be released in public
domain by 2020.
The second half was engaged by Mr.Shrikanth Tangade who is the Branch Counselor of IEEE Student Branch at Reva
University. Along with this he also holds the position of SAC Co-Chair at IEEE Bangalore Section. He emphasized on
having an IEEE Membership while citing its advantages. He later shifted the discussion to various platforms based on
which several IOT projects can be developed.
And finally to build enthusiasm amongst the audience Mr.Shrikanth Tangade organized a quiz. The people who
answered questions in the quiz were awarded by the speaker. The speaker also took an initiative to sponsor the IEEE
Membership fee of two members who had answered tough questions during the quiz.
IEEE is the platform by which the students can improve their technical knowledge , learn about latest trends and
enhance their technical skills.
The event was concluded with a vote of thanks by Mr. Nandkishore K - Treasurer at MVJCE IEEE student Branch.

